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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MDS Logistics is a middle-man that delivers and installs appliances to multi-family complexes and
neighborhoods in Georgia. One of the biggest issues that they face in day-to-day operation is damaged
and returned appliances. MDS’s longest standing contract is with GE and GE has extensive records of
damage that is incurred by using similar companies across the country. We will be consulting with MDS
while using the data produced by GE to compare MDS with the similar companies to see where
improvement can be made reasonably.
When an appliance is damaged it is brought back to MDS’s warehouse where they are stored until GE
allows them to return the products to distribution centers, which is about twice per year. With this, MDS
is responsible for the product and is liable for the retail cost of the appliances. During the course of the
year, there can be up to two thousand units sitting in their warehouse waiting to be returned.
Damages to appliances are incurred in a multitude of ways. These include manufacturer defects,
mislabeled packages, concealed damage, botched installation, and mishandled appliances. Those that
are completely out of MDS’s control are still counted against the company which results in a minimum
number of damages.
If appliances are unable to be delivered, that often means that the jobsite is not ready for their
installation. This results in the appliances having to be returned to MDS and scheduled for a later date.
The increased handling leads to higher chances of damaged inventory.
OTP Consulting identified and evaluated possible changes to each area that MDS had the power to
change to improve current processes.
The issues that were evaluated aimed to reduce damages incurred while units were in the warehouse,
damages incurred while units were being moved to jobsite, and damages caused by repeatedly moving
units to jobsites with unconfirmed point of contacts.
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CHAPTER 1 – PROJECT INITIATION
INTRODUCTION
This project will be focusing on reducing the damaged and returned inventory at MDS Logistics. A study
done by Chris Montell – Project Manager, Amir Samadabadi – Project Coordinator, and Darioush Moein
– Logistics and Supply Chain Manager.

OVERVIEW
MDS Logistics is a middle-man that delivers and installs appliances to multi-family complexes and
neighborhoods in Georgia. One of the biggest issues that they face in day-to-day operation is damaged
and returned appliances. MDS’s longest standing contract is with GE and GE has extensive records of
damage that is incurred by using similar companies across the country. We will be consulting with MDS
while using the data produced by GE to compare MDS with the similar companies to see where
improvement can be made reasonably.

OBJECTIVE – MINIMUM SUCCESS CRITERIA
Historically MDS is one of the highest volume companies dealing with GE. Their average damage rate is
roughly 0.50%, while their competitor maintains at about 0.35%. Further, the failed attempted deliveries
are about 0.60% for MDS and about 0.40% for their top competitor. The goal of this project is to reduce
the percentage of damages and failed attempted deliveries by at least 0.10%. These changes should
decrease the damaged inventory rates for all clients of MDS.

JUSTIFICATION
There are roughly five thousand returns per year at MDS Logistics, but they are only allowed to return
the appliances to GE twice per year. This ties up at large amount of the company’s capital since they are
liable for the costs of the appliances not delivered. Further, they are often responsible for the retail
price of the appliances.
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
The current General Manager at MDS Logistics is a colleague of the Project Manager for this project.
When contacted to see if there were any improvements needed at his facility, the GM was happy to
have the team come in and evaluate.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
When an appliance is damaged it is brought back to MDS’s warehouse where they are stored until GE
allows them to return the products to distribution centers, which is about twice per year. With this, MDS
is responsible for the product and is liable for the retail cost of the appliances. During the course of the
year, there can be up to two thousand units sitting in their warehouse waiting to be returned.
To fix the damage it is important to understand what is causing the issue. Damages to appliances is
incurred in a multitude of ways. These include manufacturer defects, mislabeled packages, concealed
damage, botched installation, and mishandled appliances. Those that are completely out of MDS’s
control are still counted against the company which results in a minimum number of damages.
If appliances are unable to be delivered, that often means that the jobsite is not ready for their
installation. This results in the appliances having to be returned to MDS and scheduled for a later date.
The increased handling leads to higher chances of damaged inventory. See Figure 1 for a visualization:
Overall System

Figure 1 - Flow chart of the overall system of MDS Logistics. Author: Darioush Moein
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CHAPTER 2 – PROJECT PREPARATION
LITERATURE REVIEW
•

Chandoo. 2015. Chandoo. January 28. Accessed April 2, 2018.
https://chandoo.org/wp/2015/01/28/cost-benefit-analysis-in-excel/
o “Cost Benefit Analysis in Excel”, provides a walkthrough of the steps to performing a
cost benefit analysis using excel

•

Depot, Home. n.d. Home Depot.
https://www.homedepot.com/catalog/pdfImages/4d/4d9e6d27-8ebc-456e-8d666fffb7a03c03.pdf
o Used to price out options for padding materials

•

Farber, Barry. 2017. Entrepreneur. September 20. Accessed March 20, 2018.
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/207016
o

“8 Steps to a Successful Sales Call”, contained tips and strategies that proved useful in
developing phone call process changes

•

Holpp, Larry. n.d. iSixSigma. Accessed March 1, 2018.
https://www.isixsigma.com/methodology/business-process-management-bpm/preparingmeasure-process-work-time-study/
o “Preparing Measure Process Work Time Study”, valuable article that the team read in
preparation for the time study preformed. Outlined what should be done prior and
during a time study.

•

Kelton, W., Sadowski, R. and Zupick, N. 2015. Simulation with Arena. New York: McGraw-Hill
o Textbook that provided instructions and examples for using the Simulation with Arena
Software.

•

Sisson, Taylor. 2014. YouTube. May 4. Accessed March 1, 2018.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_s17-uqp2Q
o Video lesson that was consulted for basics of Simulation with Arena Software.

•

S. Paul Singh, Vanee Chonhenchob, Gary Burgess. 1994. "Comparison of various loose fill
cushioning materials based on protective and environmental performance." Packaging
Technology and Science 229-241
o Article that was consulted for developing inventory padding best practices
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•

Scuderi, Royale. 2012. American Express Open Forum. June 19. Accessed February 2, 2018.
https://www.americanexpress.com/us/small-business/openforum/articles/10-simple-ways-tocut-business-costs/
o Article helped develop areas that could be improved when approaching the task of
reducing damage and returned items.

•

Uline. n.d. Uline. Accessed April 2, 2018. https://catalog.uline.com/app.php?RelId=6.8.1.4.15.
o Used to price out options for wrapping machines

•

Unknown. n.d. iSixSigma. Accessed 1 2018, March. https://www.isixsigma.com/toolstemplates/cause-effect/determine-root-cause-5-whys/
o “Determine Root Cause 5 Whys” was helpful in identifying the areas of business that
MDS had the power to change and the areas that they did not.
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CHAPTER 3 – PROJECT PLANNING
PROBLEM SOLVING APPROACH
To achieve the objective of the project, the root cause of the issues was first identified. The issue is
failed deliveries. From here, the problem-solving method chosen was to use the “5 Whys” (Unknown
n.d.).
To explore and express the cause-and-effect relationship with the problem, the question “Why?” was
asked of the route cause. From here, it leads to two categories, Non-Damage Returns and Damaged
Returns. Branching from these two categories revealed several causes. In these causes there were issues
identified that MDS Logistics has the power to address and does not have the power to address.
The issues that MDS cannot address include site readiness, unresponsive delivery locations, and inbound
damage.
The issues that MDS has the power to address are unanswered calls, warehouse damages, and delivery
damages. See Figure 2.
What Can Be Fixed

Can be addressed by MDS
Cannot be addressed by MDS
Figure 2 - Flow chart for visualizing what can and cannot be fixed by MDS Logistics. Author: Chris Montell

Unanswered Calls:
In the current system, the inbound appliances from GE are delivered at night, the day before they
should be delivered. Before business starts the next day, the customer service representatives for MDS
come in and schedule the routes for the day. The CSR then contacts the point of contact for the delivery
around 8:00 am. If the point of contact does not answer, the CSR will leave a message, keep the delivery
on the route, and move onto the next delivery. When the delivery is attempted without the point of
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contact acknowledging the delivery, there is a 60% chance that the delivery will not be completed, as
there needs to be someone there. The delivery will be attempted again the next day.
The proposed changes to this system include: (Farber 2017)
• Follow up call if the first fails prior to delivery
• Calling one day prior to delivery, holding material an additional day
• Mandatory contact with point of contact prior to delivery
These possibilities will be evaluated using Arena Simulation.
Warehouse Damages:
In the current system, after an appliance is returned, because it is damaged, it is shrink wrapped by hand
per GE’s return instructions to be inspected and returned to GE. Doing this process by hand takes up
time from the warehouse workers and takes up floor space as they do not like to stop what they are
doing to wrap one peace.
The proposed change would be to add a shrink-wrapping machine to reduce worker time spent and
clutter in the warehouse. While the reduction of clutter is not quantifiable, the time saved versus the
cost of the machine is quantifiable. The simulation that will be done in Arena will evaluate the different
models of shrink wrap machines available and recommend the best fit for MDS’s needs.
Delivery Damages:
The current system at MDS lacks the inclusion of padding between appliances in the outbound trucks.
Considering the often-long routes that the drivers make, this does increase the chances that damage will
be incurred. Also, there is no training in place at MDS for best practice, resulting in a lack of consistency
in installation quality.
The proposed change would be to evaluate the benefit of making a one-time purchase of wrapping
blankets to use between the appliances, taking into consideration the added time required during
loading and unloading. Finally, a compilation of the installation manuals for the different makes and
models of the appliances that they deal with for installers to reference in the field.

REQUIREMENTS
The design requirements for this project were established to ensure a minimal acceptable outcome if
implemented.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reduce the number of units damaged.
Reduce the number of attempted deliveries.
The cost of any changes should have a return on investment in one year.
Maintain the current employees.
5. The implementation shall take no longer than one month.
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SCHEDULE

Figure 3 - Gantt chart of project tasks and milestones. Author: Chris Montell

RESPONSIBILITIES
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MAJOR CHAPTER CONTRIBUTORS
Chapter 1: Darioush Moein, Amir Samadabadi
Chapter 2: Chris Montell, Amir Samadabadi
Chapter 3: Chris Montell, Darioush Moein
Chapter 4: Darioush Moein, Amir Samadabadi
Chapter 5: Chris Montell, Amir Samadabadi
Chapter 6: Chris Montell, Darioush Moein
Chapter 7: Darioush Moein, Amir Samadabadi
Chapter 8: Chris Montell, Amir Samadabadi
Video: Amir Samadabadi, Darioush Moein, Chris Montell

BUDGET
There is not a set budget for this project, as long as the proposed changes have a return on investment
within one year.

MATERIAL REQUIRED / USED
•
•

Arena Simulation
Microsoft Office Suite

RESOURCES AVAILABLE
•
•
•
•
•

Professors at KSU
The GM at MDS Logistics
KSU Library and Databases
Previous senior project reports
Internet
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CHAPTER 4 – PROJECT EXECUTION – UNANSWERED CALLS
PHONE CALL SYSTEM
Since there are not accurate percentages of the calls that go out, are successful, and are not successful,
the general manager provided the percentages that were used for this portion. Calls go out at a rate of
approximately 7.4 calls per hour. This is obtained by dividing the total number of deliveries per day (89)
by the twelve-hour working shift that the customer service puts in. All simulations are performed with
Arena Simulation. (Kelton 2015) (Sisson 2014)
In the current system, 70% of calls made are successful in reaching the point of contact. Approximately
10% of point of contacts that are not reached initially will return the call prior to delivery. If the point of
contact is not contacted at all, the delivery will stay on route and has a 40% chance of being delivered.
Of all-of the point of contacts that are contacted, there is still a 10% chance that the delivery will fail due
to no one being on site to receive the order. All failed deliveries are brought back to the warehouse. The
result of this system run through area is a 65% chance that the order will be delivered and a 35% chance
that the order will come back to the warehouse. The daily breakdown using this method has 58
successful deliveries and 31 failed deliveries when simulated. See Figure 4.

Figure 4 – Arena Simulation: Current phone call process at MDS Logistics. Authors: Darioush Moein, Chris Montell
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The first possible option explored is to include a follow up call prior to releasing the order for delivery.
By adding the follow up to the phone call system, the chance of customer response will increase to 80%.
Also, even if customers still didn’t answer the follow up call since they have received two missed calls
from the same number, the chance of them responding back will increase to 50% instead of 10%. By
adding the follow up call to the system in Arena will result to reduction in percentage of 16.85% delivery
failures. The daily breakdown using this method has 74 successful deliveries and 15 failed deliveries
when simulated. See Figure 5.

Figure 5 – Arena Simulation: Phone process with follow up call at MDS Logistics. Author: Darioush Moein, Chris

Montell
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The second option evaluated was to increase the time that MDS held units prior to delivery from same
day to one day. Calling the client one day prior to delivery is a solution that gives them more time to
respond back to MDS due to the missed call. By adding a one-day lead to the current system in Arena
only the percentage of the customer responding back increases from 10% to 50% which reduces the
percentage of failure from 35% to 26.97%; however, adding a one-day lead to the system results in
having more products to be kept in MDS’s warehouse and since their storage space is limited, this may
not be a viable solution. See Figure 6.

Figure 6 – Arena Simulation: Phone process with one-day lead at MDS Logistics. Author: Darioush Moein, Chris

Montell
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The final option simulated was to require the point of contact to be contacted prior to an attempted
delivery. By requiring a mandatory contact prior to delivery, the lack of communication between MDS
and their clients will reduce. By adding a loop in the customer call back section in Arena, MDS prevents
any unconfirmed delivery happen, and the chance of customer contacting MDS back will increase from
10% to 50%. If their delivery date passes, they will contact MDS to make the next delivery appointment.
By adding mandatory contact prior to the Arena system and skipping the attempt delivery without
confirmation, the percentage of the delivery failure will reduce from 35% to 12.36%. See Figure 7.

Figure 7 - Arena Simulation: Phone process mandatory contact prior to delivery at MDS Logistics. Author: Darioush

Moein, Chris Montell
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CHAPTER 5 – PROJECT EXECUTION – WAREHOUSE DAMAGE
WRAPPING MACHINE
The initial plan for comparing the wrapping machines versus hand wrapping was to model the different
systems in Arena. By collecting hand wrapping time data, the comparison is best made by simply
calculating manhours spent in excel. (Chandoo 2015)
Following up with the proposed solution of the purchase of a wrapping machine, three wrapping
machines (made by U-Line) were compared based on their price, speed, and dimensions. All of the data
needed was provided on the U-Line website and incorporated into the analysis.
A time study was done to establish an average hand wrapping time on twenty-two items, resulting in a
total time of 107.32 minutes measured and an average time of 4.88 minutes per unit. (Appendix D)
(Holpp n.d.)
Analysis of the machines and savings:

Table 1– Cost analysis of wrapping machine payoff versus hand wrapping cost in manhours. Author: Chris Montell,

Amir Samadabadi

Saving per Pallet per Machine:
Savings Per
Pallet
Pallet Count Per Year
Current Cost Per Pallet
Automatic Wrap Per Pallet
Semi-Auto Per Pallet

$
$
$

4700
1.22
0.13
0.15

$
$

1.10
1.07

Table 2 – Cost analysis of wrapping machine payoff versus hand wrapping cost per pallet. Author: Chris Montell,

Amir Samadabadi

Times require for each of the different wrapping machine models is shown in the first chart above. Both
the automatic wrapping machine and the semi-automatic machine allow the worker to press a button to
wrap the unit after loading a unit on the machine. The main difference in the two is that the automatic
machine will also cut the shrink wrap after its cycle is complete. The manual wrapping machine is
comprised of a rotating base that is operated with a foot pedal. This machine requires a worker to guide
the wrapping arm, operate the pedal, and cut the shrink wrap once complete.
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While the wrapping time of the automatic and the semi-automatic are three minutes per unit, this
analysis is only accounting for thirty seconds of man-hours spent since the worker is only required to
load the machine, press a button, and walk away.
The total units returned per year are 4,700 units. This is multiplied by the wrapping speeds of each, then
divided by sixty to produce the manhours spent wrapping. From here, it is multiplied by fifteen dollars to
approximate the manhour cost per year.
Results show that the manual wrapping machine is not viable for this application. Also, that the
automatic and semi-automatic wrapping machines with the semi-automatic having a greater saving by
the end of the second year.
Since the semi-automatic machine carries a price difference of $3,360 when compared to the automatic
machine, this is the model that this study recommends. The automatic wrapping machine does cost
$0.03 less per pallet to wrap but would take over ten years to surpass the savings of the semi-automatic
machine.
Calculations show that the semi-automatic machine would take roughly sixteen months to have a return
on investment, violating one of the original design requirements of a one-year return on investment.
Since the expected savings by the end of year two is $3,428, this machine is still a viable
recommendation that will be presented to the general manager.
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CHAPTER 6 – PROJECT EXECUTION – DELIVERY DAMAGE
MOVING BLANKETS
There are roughly two-thousand units damaged while in the warehouse and/or being delivered. The
application of padding between packages should reduce this number.
MDS Logistics on average has about eight twenty-four-foot box trucks out for delivery each day. The
inner dimension of each box truck is twenty-four feet long by ninety-eight inches wide. The average
small sized package is stacked on top of another package, resulting in an average package size of twentysix inches by twenty-sex inches by seventy-two inches high. With this, the maximum number of
packages that can be fit into the box truck is forty (two packages per footprint) leaving several inches
between the packages one wall.
In order to load the packages, the outbound area is staged so the packages can all be lined up and
pushed onto the receiving box trucks.
To optimally protect the packages, one moving blanket should be places on every other package prior to
them being pushed into the box trucks (see Figure 8 below). This method would result in allocating
fifteen, 80" x 144” moving blankets per truckload of the smallest appliances. fifteen blankets for eight
trucks would require one-hundred and twenty blankets to be purchased at $33.27 each for a total of
$4,271.87 with tax included. (Costs taken from homedepot.com)

Figure 8 – Padding layout using moving blankets for 24’ long box truck. Author: Chris Montell, Amir Samadabadi

**Thick lines represent blanket wrapped**

However, it is hard to justify spending this amount of money is a feasible solution when there is no data
on the damage reduction rate improvement achieved through this method.
The solution to justifying the purchase of moving blankets is to make use of material the MDS has at
their disposal already, cardboard, as a test.
By implementing a process to place additional cardboard between the packages one can get an idea of
the damage reduction rate improvement achieved.
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To calculate the cost of using cardboard instead of moving blankets for an initial test, the time that it
would take an employee to apply additional padding would roughly be the same for each method. The
cardboard method would only cost the manhours required to collect, save, and store cardboard scraps.
We can estimate the time that an employee would take to disassemble a refrigerator box into panels
and place them aside at about two minutes per box. Disassembling a refrigerator box would yield two
seventy-two inches by seventy-two-inch pieces of cardboard.
Looking at the image below (Figure 9) for the padding method when using cardboard:

Figure 9 - Padding layout using moving blankets for 24’ long box truck. Author: Chris Montell, Amir Samadabadi

**Thick lines represent 72” x 72” cardboard padding**

This would result in MDS needing four and a half-disassembled refrigerator boxes worth of cardboard
per truck, so thirty-six boxes for all eight trucks. The thirty-six boxes would require roughly an hour and
a half of manhours (two minutes per box), costing $23 per set of boxes. Boxes should last an estimate of
one week before deteriorating, at which point, another set would be needed. Since MDS is relying on
the damage metrics by GE that are provided quarterly, cardboard padding would need to be used for
twelve weeks. Twelve sets of cardboard padding would cost $276 in manhours since the material is free.
If this method resulted in one package being undamaged the company would save approximately
$1,000, justifying this methods validity.
If the cardboard method of padding results in a reduction of damaged products in the warehouse and
delivery, purchasing blankets would be beneficial since they have a much longer lifespan.
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CHAPTER 7 – RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Overview:
The changes to the MDS’s current phone call process should reduce the number of failed attempted
deliveries caused by a lack of communication to the customer by 18%.
The addition of a wrapping machine to the facility will provide an annual savings in manhours of $5,029
after the second year. While the savings do not reduce damage to product, the implementation of this
machine should reduce the queue of boxes waiting to be wrapped on the facility floor, which in turn
should reduce damage occurrences in the warehouse.
The new transit padding system will only cost manhours to implement. After a quarter of this process
being in place, data can be evaluated on its efficacy in reducing delivery damage and a decision can be
made on whether or not it is viable to make an investment in moving blankets.
The original minimum success criteria was to reduce the average damage rate and failed attempted
delivery rate (0.5% and 0.6% respectively) by 0.1%, as reported by the GE metrics.
Overall, the proposed changes will result in an 18% reduction in failed attempted deliveries, an annual
manhour saving of $5,029 per year, and potentially a process that will reduce damage incurred during
deliveries. The 18% reduction should result in a 0.09% reduction, just under our success criteria goal of
0.1%
Assuming that the proposed method of additional padding is successful in reducing delivery damages,
MDS will see a reduction on their GE metric. The manhour cost of roughly $300 to supply cardboard for
padding, for the quarter, would be justified if at least one unit that would have been damaged arrives
undamaged. However, since there is not existing data on the efficacy of this method, the usefulness of
the proposed changes will be seen in time.

Phone Call System:
In the current phone system, customers only received one call prior to an attempted delivery the same
day. The percentage of the calls answered in this current system is only 70%. Simulations show that
follow up call is the best solution to increase this percentage and reduce the failure rate.
By adding the follow up to the phone call system, the chance of customer response will increase to 80%.
In the event that the customer didn’t answer the follow up call, the chance of them returning the call
increases to 50% instead of 10%., due to the multiple missed calls from the same number.
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Wrapping Method:
There are roughly 4,700 units returned to MDS each year. Each unit needs to be shrink wrapped and
stored in MDS’s warehouse, where it sits until the manufacturer allows returns (about twice per year).
As units are returned to MDS, they are lined up and individually wrapped by hand. This takes up a lot of
valuable time and space, hence the evaluation of wrapping machines.
In the cost analysis of the wrapping machines vs hand wrapping, 4,700 is multiplied by the wrapping
speeds of each wrapping method, then divided by sixty to produce the manhours spent wrapping. From
here, it is multiplied by fifteen dollars to approximate the manhour cost per year.
Results show that the manual wrapping machine is not viable for this application. Also, that the
automatic and semi-automatic wrapping machines with the semi-automatic having a greater saving by
the end of the second year.
Calculations show that the semi-automatic machine would take roughly sixteen months to have a return
on investment, with an expected savings by the end of year two of $3,428.
Transit Padding:
There are roughly two-thousand units damaged while in the warehouse and/or being delivered. The
application of padding between packages during deliveries should reduce this number.
The initial plan was to recommend using moving blankets between every other unit. Since the is not
data on the efficacy of this method, OTP recommends using the cardboard boxes that the refrigerators
come in to pad between the sets of units.
Cardboard padding would cost approximately $276 in manhours to produce enough for one quarter
since the material is free. If this method resulted in one package being undamaged the company would
save approximately $1,000, justifying this methods validity.
Final Budget:
The final budget would include the cost of a semi-automatic wrapping machine ($6,630.00) and the
additional one-time cost of additional manhours required to produce cardboard padding ($276), totaling
$6,906.00.
Future Improvements:
OTP Consulting would recommend implementing a customer service phone call monitoring system. This
would allow MDS to pinpoint issues and develop their own matrices of the effectiveness of the customer
service representatives. Also, in continuing their relationship with GE, they should push for more points
of contact for the customer if possible.
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Requirements Revisited:
1. Reduce the number of units damaged.
a. Proposed changes will reduce the number of damaged units
2. Reduce the number of attempted deliveries.
a. Proposed changes to phone process will reduce attempted deliveries.
3. The cost of any changes should have a return on investment in one year.
a. Proposed changes will take slightly longer than our original requirement, providing a
return on investment after sixteen months
4. Maintain the current employees.
a. Proposed changes maintain current employees
5. The implementation shall take no longer than one month.

a. Proposed changes will take less than one month to implement.
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APPENDIX C: REFLECTIONS
Working with MDS logistics was a great experience real world System and Industrial Engineering issues.
Dealing with vendor and clients, developing good customer cares requires both clients and company
satisfaction. From the beginning we have create a list of problems found at MDS that need to be fixed,
by analyzing the issues we were able to develop multiple some solutions. However, not all solutions are
possible for MDS to implement since they are limited by what GE will allow.
For instance, adding text messaging to the phone call system was one of our great option to make the
follow up with people who were not able answer the notice- call for the delivery; however, GE won’t
authorize to add the text messaging to our phone call system
Additionally, the cost analysis that we did for the shrink wrap machine was a great experience that
added more value to MDS’s wrapping process. Furthermore, MDS often lacks space to hold the failed
deliveries and returned units.
However, with all of the limitations, we were able to narrow down all of the possible changes to best fit
MDS’s needs.
We learnt form the class that concentrating on cost analysis will give us better view to fit our results
with MDS requirements. By doing cost analysis MDS managers have a better view of saving and they
were satisfied with increasing in their revenue.
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APPENDIX D: Tables
Table 1: Cost analysis of wrapping machine payoff versus hand wrapping cost in manhours

Table 2: Cost analysis of wrapping machine payoff versus hand wrapping cost per pallet
Savings Per
Pallet
Pallet Count Per Year
Current Cost Per Pallet
Automatic Wrap Per Pallet
Semi-Auto Per Pallet

$
$
$

4700
1.22
0.13
0.15

$
$

1.10
1.07

Hand Wrapping Times: Used for wrapping machine analysis

